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ABSTRACT
The graphic novelist Lynda Barry argues in her books that creative
brainstorming—called the ideation process by some educators—can benefit from
simultaneous writing, drawing, and doodling activity. A less self-conscious state of
mind is achieved by allowing the pen to move constantly and by allowing the brain
to respond to the gestural activity of the body as it makes colors, textures, and
lines on the page. To put it most simply, full body involvement makes for full brain
engagement. This combination of visual, verbal, and gestural activity has been shown
to help artists and writers create more vivid and detailed work, and has been
helpful for students who struggle with writing. The poster outlines and explains
the creative strategies and artistic outcomes at the heart of Barry’s practice,
and suggests a series of related ideation activities for college-level classrooms
and studios. Defense of Barry’s method and activity suggestions are based on
the work of other artists and writers, and on interviews with college professors
who integrate image-making and writing in their classrooms. Interviews were
started in late 2010 and include a combined creative writing/glass-blowing course
from Rhode Island School of Design and a course teaching sociological research
methods through photography at Duke University. Overall, the presentation makes
the case for both using and teaching a brainstorming process that incorporates
image-making and writing through gesture for visual artists, writers, and anyone
else who seeks to intensify their creative process. This poster can be downloaded
from the author’s website: www.kristincarlson.net/teaching.

One important question that may
arise when reading Barry, especially in
our digital age of typing and texting is:
Why handwriting? For Barry, the act of
making marks slowly with a paintbrush
is part of the sensory experience of
writing or drawing. At the back of her
book “One! Hundred! Demons!” Barry
shows images of the Asian brushes
5. According to Barry, writing with a brush slows her down she favors when working [image 5]. In
and puts her in a good mindset for storytelling (Barry, One!
interviews she has explained that she
Hundred! Demons! 221).
was not able to write her young adult
novel “Cruddy” until she gave up trying to plan it. She decided to write the novel in
the same way she wrote her short comic strips, using her brushes and pretending
that she is hearing the story from someone else:

It occurred to me to try to write as if someone were telling
me the story…I hear it. Hear the characters and ever since
I started using a brush on the strip I seemed to hear them
better—probably because it takes more concentration to use
a brush so the top part of my mind becomes occupied and
the back part unspools the story. —Lynda Barry (Jenkinson 168)

LYNDA BARRY

Both in her books and in her traveling creativity workshops,
called “Writing the Unthinkable” (Kois), Barry leads writers
and artists through an intensive brainstorming process
involving visual, verbal, and kinesthetic activity. To activate
the process, a mystery word or image clipping is drawn from
a bag [image 3]. Artists then spend several minutes listing
personal life examples derived from the word or image. For
example, the prompt might be “couches” (Neary) or “other
people’s mothers” (Barry, What It Is, 151), requiring students
to visualize and describe ten images of couches or mothers 3. Suggested writing prompts
from “What It Is” (Barry,What It
in about three minutes. Students then pick one example
Is, 180).
from their list, and spend more time writing a thorough
description. Repetition of the exercises is encouraged using other images from the
original list.
The exercise is meant to immerse the artist in the
experience of making, allowing her/him to relax and
lose any notion of self-consciousness so ideas can flow
without restriction. For this reason, Barry emphasizes the
importance of nonstop writing or doodling. If students
have a writing block, they are encouraged to scribble in
their margins or write the alphabet on a separate sheet of
paper. Likewise, students are advised to avoid reading over
their work until at least a week has passed. This prevents
questions such as “Is this good?” or “Does this suck?”
4. In “What It Is,” a magic cephlapod
character represents doubt for Lynda [image 4] from inhibiting continuation of the creative
Barry (Barry,What It Is, 123).
process. Judgment is suspended to a later date, encouraging
the artist to remain immersed in the creative experience for as long as possible.
Barry’s process can be broken down into a series of teaching strategies that
result in a variety of artistic outcomes, of all which contribute to a richer creative
process overall. Since the outcomes tend to overlap, it is easiest to explain them
using a visual diagram:

Use unexpected prompts /
new ways of working
Thoroughly visualize and
catalog
Write without stopping
(use a time limit)
Use handwriting
Use examples from your
personal experience

Another exciting example is a course called Literacy Through Sociology at Duke
University, which demonstrates that verbal/visual/gestural brainstorming can be
helpful in all types of classes. Inspired by Wendy Ewald’s popular Literacy Through
Photography workshops at the Center for Documentary Studies, professor Katie
Hyde uses photography to teach sociological research methods to undergraduate
students. Among other activities, students complete an assignment called “Shooting
Scripts,” for which they use photography and detailed note-taking to develop

OUTCOME
Find forgotten memories, discover
new ideas
Generate more material than you
could ever use
Be unselfconscious—suspend
judgment. Become immersed in what
you’re doing
Use more descriptive language and
examples because you are working
from the richness of real experience
OVERALL: Recognize that artmaking is a process.You don’t have to
know everything before you start. It
will probably be better if you don’t.

Overall, the strategies encourage the notion that art-making is an extended
process in which realization and resolution come gradually: Students are better
off starting with open minds. Also, analyzing Barry’s process to identify general
strategies and outcomes is useful for teachers and artists, who will want to depart
from the specifics of Barry’s directives to suit individual interests, media, and needs.

OTHER ARTISTS, THINKERS, and TEACHERS
Extreme slowness may be unique to Barry’s individual process, but her emphasis
on the physical importance of handwriting—and the way it provides access to
forgotten parts of the brain—is reinforced by others from both in and outside the
artistic sphere. The artist-critic Johanna Drucker has written extensively on the
duality of written language. She identifies a powerful paradox, stemming from the
fact that language is at once a social construct and a form of personal expression.
The more gestural a mark is, and the more it departs from the conventional look
of a standardized language system, the more it references the body that made it.
At the same time, individuals are bound by the rules of their language system. For
this reason, even mysterious or invented marks may function as an attempt to
define oneself within society. Drucker identifies this idea in the work of cultural
anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, who argues that mark-making is a performative
and ritualistic act that differentiates the individual from the chaos of the universe.
Similarly, in psychoanalytic theory, Jacques Lacan describes “the mirror stage:” As
children begin to form an identity, they create images, or mirrors, of themselves.
The imitation of written language functions as one such image, helping form a
bridge to the acquisition of real language (Drucker, Art of the Written Image, 87-94).
The self-taught southern artist John B. Murray (19101989) is an excellent example [image 6]. Born near
Sandersville, GA, Murray had little to no formal
education and probably could not read or write. In
his sixties, he began making paintings and drawings
using what he called “spirit script” (Thompson 232),
invented calligraphy that was meant to serve as an
incantation against evil forces. Murray claimed he
could read his inscriptions, which do in fact have some
consistency in the shaping of the letterforms. In the
early 1980s Murray’s health began to decline and his
frequent trips to doctors were reflected in his work,
which began to resemble his medical charts. Murray’s 6. Murray’s images used his own invented
drawings and inscriptions are excellent examples of
“spirit script” and bear resemblance to
medical charts. John B. Murray. Untitled, 1987. 23the power and sense of self that can be associated
3/4 x 17-3/4 in. Marker and paint on paper (Arnett).
with the gestural writing described by Drucker. This
also relates to Lynda Barry’s advice about scribbling or doodling when actual words
stop flowing: Mark-making of any kind helps us assert ourselves in the world.
If our marks are not always legible, they can at least be expressive. And Barry’s
workshops are structured to help us overcome the anxiety involved in expressing
ourselves using a system of cultural standards by which our work may be judged.
Barry’s books help explain why simultaneous imagemaking and drawing brings about a creative mindset.
However, it is important to compare Barry’s creativity
strategies to the work of an artist who did not also
identify as a writer, since Barry is so obviously both.
Many of Barry’s strategies ring true in the work of
American artist H. C. Westermann (1922-1981),
whose extensive letters to artists, family members,
and professional contacts reveal that the act of writing
greatly influenced his art. Westermann made a habit of
writing letters every morning, and he did it to stay in
7. In both personal letters and
touch with people he cared about. In a similar fashion,
public sculptures, Westermann
he frequently made sculptures with these same people
questioned the motivations of the
U.S. government in the Korean War. in mind. In many ways, Westermann had a bleak view of
H. C.Westermann. Letter to Allan Frumkin, 4
October 1966. 13-1/2 x 9-7/8 in. Ink, watercolor,
the world, having seen devastating combat as a marine
and collage on paper (Barrette, 106).
in both World War 2 and the Korean War. However, this
view was tempered by his faith in the strength of individual relationships, such as
ones he formed with fellow marines and with
his sister Martha, as well as “an optimistic
belief in the power and the necessity of art”
(Barrette 13). It’s not surprising, then, that
the objects of his habitual correspondences,
which are compatible with Barry’s
recommendation to “write thoroughly” and
“work from personal experience,” have
counterpoints in his more serious sculptural
8. Westermann made a series of Death Ship sculptures,
works, which are informed by themes from
the violence he witnessed as a marine and
his letters [images 7 and 8]. It’s easy to argue referencing
his skepticism of war. H. C.Westermann. Death Ship Runover by
a
‘66 Lincoln Continental, 1966. 15-5/8 x 32-1/2 x 11-3/4 in. Pine, plate
that the ideas for the sculptures would not
glass, ebony, US dollar bills, putty, brass, ink (Warren, 124).
have come about without the letter-writing.
Since 2010, a series of phone interviews with college-level teachers have also
revealed similarities with the core strategies and outcomes identified in Barry’s
books and workshops. One of the many interesting examples was “Word Flow/
Glass Flow,” a combined glassblowing studio and creative
writing workshop at Rhode
Island School of Design in
2009, taught by glass professor
Jocelyne Prince and writer Kelli
9. Student work resulting from ethnographic methodology exercise in
“Word Flow/Glass Flow,” (Jocelyne Prince Interview).
Auerbach. The class aimed “to

sociological research questions about a place in their community where people
do skilled work with their hands. Professor Hyde explains that the need to take
close-up images requires students to interact with subjects more than they might
otherwise, reinforcing Barry’s argument that one should immerse oneself and
thoroughly catalogue details in order to have an intensive creative experience.
Likewise, Professor Hyde emphasizes process in her class, reminding students that
the research questions they start with will not be the ones they end with.

PLANNING A NEW CLASS
Considering the demonstrated physical and conceptual links among the visual, the
written, and the gestural—as well as the obvious importance of using creativity
strategies in the classroom—the following syllabus and activity ideas have been
collected and developed by the author. They are based on the work of both
well-known and emerging artists and writers, as well as on the observations
and assignments gained through teaching interviews, and they make use of the
creativity strategies and desired artistic outcomes outlined above. In addition
to describing possible activities and projects, the research provides a strong
range of visual examples and readings that can be used for inspiration. Suggested
activities and examples offer a starting point for anyone who seeks to enrich his/
her creative process, and should be interpreted liberally to suit the needs of the
individual or the classroom.

SYLLABUS and CLASS ACTIVITIES
COURSE: Creative Process Through Image-Making & Writing
Course Description: The goal of this course is to push the limit of how writing, mapping,
drawing, building and crafting—with a focus on using one’s hands to do these things—can
be combined in various ways to enrich and push one’s personal creative process. Students
will dispel the idea that “I’m not good at writing” or, conversely, “I’m not a visual person.”
We all make both verbal and visual choices as we communicate and as we think: Students
will explore using this knowledge to their advantage, regardless of how proficient they
feel in any one area, and will work to develop an invigorated personal creative practice
through a variety of experimental strategies that combine the interior act of writing/
thinking and the more exterior acts of mark-making, drawing, building, and collecting.

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

The verbal-visual-gestural creative
process is directly addressed in the
work of the contemporary writer and
graphic novelist Lynda Barry: Her 2008
book “What It Is” and her 2010 book
“Picture This” encourage the use of
multiple expressive modes by revealing
her personal creative process, which
combines freeform collage, drawing, and
1. Some parts of “What It Is” use a structured, comic strip handwriting with a more structured
narrative (Barry,What It Is, 53-4).
comic strip narrative [images 1 and 2].
On her book jacket Barry tells artists to
“write in order to have an experience”
rather than writing in order to describe
a predetermined experience. Working
in this way involves allowing oneself to
be inspired by unexpected images and
words, and writing and drawing without
thinking or stopping to analyze one’s
work. According to Barry, this method
2. A spread from “What It Is” using freeform collage,
draws out vivid stories, memories, and
drawing, and handwriting (Barry,What It Is, 55-6).
associations that the artist might not
experience if he thinks too hard or plans work in advance (Barry, What It Is, 120).

STRATEGY

explore the ways writing and
glass can be combined, in both
experience-oriented and objectoriented projects” (Auerbach),
and sought to use the writing
process and the structure of
language to re-examine the studio
process, and vice versa. Barry’s
recommendations of cataloguing
10. In this “Word Flow/Glass Flow” student work, an
and working from personal
autobiographical text generated for a class exercise was eventually
experience were reflected in class
used in a performance installation that addressed the interior/
exterior self (Jocelyne Prince Interview).
activities, which included using
ethnographic methodology to achieve more descriptive language [image 9], and
using the private, interior act of writing from personal experience to influence the
collaborative aspects of studio practice and object-making [image 10].

The course will consist of weekly response projects based on readings, discussions, and
the work of other artists and writers. The emphasis of this course is on process, not final
product, therefore weekly responses should demonstrate experimentation and do not
always require a high degree of polish (spend most of your time thinking and innovating,
not refining). The opportunity to refine will come twice a semester, at mid-term when
you choose a Weekly Project from the past to carry to a greater degree of completion, and
at the end of the semester when you refine your Sustained Project.

SUSTAINED PROJECTS

Choose one project to complete on an on-going basis throughout the semester. The
sustained project is something you will engage on a daily/weekly basis to get your creative
juices flowing in a way that is inspiring and helpful to you, and that you can experiment
with while maintaining an overall structure to guide you. In the last two weeks of the
semester we will develop a final product from your sustained project that will have
greater focus on craft and detail.
Texts and Sources: Weekly readings will be assigned from the texts mentioned in the
Sustained Projects and Weekly Activities. Students are expected to find sources to augment
course content that speak to individual needs and interests.
Grading Criteria: (1) Degree of productivity, experimentation, and innovation in weekly
projects; (2) Willingness to push your comfort zone; (3) Degree to which knowledge
gained from weekly activities, readings, discussions, and presentations informs mid-term
and final projects; (4) Active participation in all aspects of class; (5) Effort to complete
and share independent research that is specific to your interests and supplements class
material (readings, artists, interdisciplinary examples).

SUSTAINED PROJECT ONE: INTENSIVE JOURNAL-KEEPING
Keep a weekly journal in which you vary your
documentation method from week to week. One week
might focus on detailed written records describing
interactions you observe in daily life, one week might
involve taking daily photos and writing poems about
them, one week might involve writing and drawing
with unusual marking-making tools, etc.Vary your
themes from week to week to focus more on writing,
then more on image-making, then on combining the
two in experimental ways. A list of suggestions will be
provided if you choose this option.You should work
in the journal a minimum of three times per week
(and per chosen theme). When you work, try to work
without stopping or thinking too much. Don’t analyze.
Just work.

Artist Gary Brown is one of many avid journal-keepers
catalogued in Jennifer New’s book “Drawing from Life: The
Journal as Art.” The book features a wide array of people
and their unique journal methods, including a gardener, a
filmmaker, a scientist, and a songwriter. (New, 105).

Suggested Themes: These are some themes from MFA Poetry candidate Kevin Eldridge for a proposed
journal class at Indiana University. Eldridge has his writing students decorate their journals at the beginning
of the semster. He says this encourages them to take ownership of the journal right away.
Hunters and Gatherers.
Each day, ask someone to tell
you a story. Listen carefully, take
notes if you can. Summarize and
rewrite the story later, reflecting.
Why did that person choose this
story to tell? What does it tell
you about them?

Ephemera. Collect materials
from your days this week:receipts,
letters, found objects, wrappers,
fliers, anything that corresponds
to and confirms your physical
presence in the world. Give a
back story, or let the objects
speak for themselves.

Eavesdrop on the world,
listening beyond your habitual
way of hearing. What is normally
tuned out? Try to describe
sounds and record overheard
snatches of conversation. Then
add context: fill in the gaps of
what you’ve described.

SUSTAINED PROJECT TWO: KEEPING CORRESPONDENCE
Letters and
postcards were
once a crucial form
of communication
among friends,
relatives, and
strangers alike, and
are representative
of both intimate
and formal human
relationships. The
physical presence
of these artifacts
The artist H.C. Westermann often sent
can be enthralling
sculptures that doubled as letters. This selfportrait figure’s stomach has $10 in quarters,
and mysterious, in
each wrapped in aluminum foil, thanking and
repaying a friend for a loan. Untitled: for Jean Frumkin, much the same way
1971. 14-1/4 x 5-5/8 x 3-1/8 in. Basswood, rope, electrical tape,
aluminum foil, US coins, ink (H. C.Westermann Study Collection). old photographs
evoke strong
memories and questions. These artifacts may be
compelling because we have a personal relationship
to them, or because they hint at a story we will never
know. Or we may find humor in their quirkiness,
mundanity, or antiquated nature. In many ways we
have eliminated the need for mailed correspondence,
but the loss of the physical document, which serves
as the embodiment of the writer on the page, is

lamentable for many reasons. This is your chance to
celebrate the object- and artifact-oriented nature of
correspondence, and perhaps to use the U.S. Postal
Service before it disappears.
There is also a history of mail art to be explored:
Individuals have
used the qualities
of mail to make art,
to comment on
communication, to avoid
the commercialism of
the art world, and to
connect with artists in
Artist Ray Johnson sent countless mail art
other countries. Mail
pieces and helped curate the first major
mail art exhibition at the Whitney in
art took strong hold in
1970. Ray Johnson, Mailings, 1969 (De Salva, 134).
the 1960s and shared
similarities with conceptual art and performance art. It
included media that was generally considered marginal
in the art world: postcards, books, photocopied images,
rubber stamps, postage stamps, found objects, and
collage. According to the Oberlin College library’s
history of mail art “objects may be simple—doodles
on a postcard—or elaborate—putting stamps on and
mailing an industrial size tomato can filled with origami
mail art (www.oberlin.edu/library/art/mailart/).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY ONE:
WRITTEN-IMAGE LAB*
The goal of this activity is to promote experimentation and to
introduce new ways of working by giving students unexpected idea
prompts and unexpected materials, and by requiring students to
work quickly. When paired with prompts, the inherent limitations
of each material may bring about refreshing responses.
Set up a lab station environment in the classroom to explore a
variety of writing/imaging prompts using a variety of mark-making
and/or building tools. Prompts will be chosen at random and may
be repeated (choose from a bag or read aloud to the room). The
same prompt paired with a different mark-making station (an
old typewriter versus a box of crayons versus old magazines for
collage) may inspire very different interpretations, even in one
participant. Some students may wish to use the same prompt
for every station, or you may wish to make this a requirement,
depending on the class. Have students move through stations at
a quick pace, perhaps 15-20 minutes, with an occasional speed
session of 5 minutes.
• Remind students at the outset: An image can be created using
words and a story can be told through a picture.
• Written-Image Lab may be repeated later in the semester, with
students devising work stations and prompts for others to try.

Sources of Inspiration
• Reading: The Lost Art of Postcard Writing, by Charles Simic,
http://www.nybooks.com/blogs/nyrblog/2011/aug/02/what-everhappened-summer-postcards/
• Exhibition Catalog: Mapping Correspondence: Mail Art in the 21st
Century (New York: Center for Book Arts, 2008)
• Artist: Ray Johnson and the New York Correspondence School
• Visit a nearby library, museum, or archive that has old letters
• Found Magazine: www.foundmagazine.com
• Essays on postcards: Postcards: Ephemeral Histories of Modernity,
edited by David Prochaska and Jordana Mendelson

Artist David Huyck, a professor at Washington State University,
has students close their eyes while he guides them through a
prompt, using questions to help build a mental visualization
before students begin writing or drawing. Speaking slowly and
meditatively, Huyck often chooses the prompt:

the lunchroom from your elementary school.
*Written-Image Lab was originally conceived as a gallery performance, in
which artists and writers use work stations and prompts similar to the ones
described here.This generates new ideas and ways of working, as it does in
the classroom, but also gives on-lookers insight into the practice and energy of
other people. At the close of the performance, each participant takes home one
or two creations—leaving the rest for display in the gallery—and uses them
to make a finished piece, which is then displayed in the gallery, along with the
work stations and prompts (which may be used by gallery visitors), and the raw
creations made at the opening performance. Written-Image Lab will be held in
various cities around the country and a book will be published featuring select
pieces from these events.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY TWO: LIST-MAKING
Intensive list-making is frequently used as a teaching strategy to
enrich the ideation process. Lists are a less intimidating form of
writing: We may regard them as casual, something to be made
quickly, and we therefore create them in a less self-conscious state
of mind. Even if a list is written carefully, the list format may relieve
the pressure of writing with all its normal grammatical concerns.
Lists are important both for the content, ideas, and words they
generate, and for their visual layout and the manner in which they
are written (scrawled versus typed, etc.). Many good activities may
begin with or utilize list-making. The suggestions here are just a
starting point.
Quantitatively, lists can be used to push idea collection, fulfilling
the goal of generating a wealth of possible material. Either use a
time limit or numbering to generate lengthy lists. Give students a
prompt or topic that relates to their life or interests so they can
work from the richness of real experience.

WEEKLY ACTIVITY FIVE:

WORK STATION SUGGESTIONS
1) Crayons/markers/paint with
a wide variety of color choices
2) Crayons/markers/paint
with a limited variety of color
choices
3) India Ink with brushes, or
with more unconventional
mark-making tools, such as
sticks or leaves
4) Collage materials:
construction paper, patterned
paper, magazines, old books
5) Sequence: Provide small,
staple-bound booklets for
writing/drawing (you can make
them yourself)
6) Homemade clay (West 51)
7) Digital camera (students
must stay in the room, and
stop 10 minutes early to save
photos on a class computer)
8) Use building tools and
children’s toys (Lite-Brite,
blocks, etc.) that can be re-

used for each turn. Document
what the student has built with
a digital camera each turn.
9) An old typewriter
COMPUTERS:
10) Old word-processing
software on an older
computer (with printer)
11) New word-processing
software on a newer computer
(with printer)
12) Typing into wordprocessing software on a
computer with screen off
13) Posting to a blog site
made for this project
14) Drawing or imaging
software on a computer

Paper is used as a support
medium unless otherwise
noted.Vary paper size, type,
and color at different stations.

• Artist Adriane

Herman collects and
reproduces found lists in her Sticky Situations
portfolio: www.adrianeherman.typepad.com/
photos/sticky_situations
• Exhibition

Catalog: Lists:To-dos, Illustrated
Inventories, Collected Thoughts, and Other
Artists’ Enumerations from the Collections of the
Smithsonian Museum by Liza Kirwin, from a
show at the Morgan Library & Museum in
New York.

Adriane Herman’s huge sticky
notes, based on lists and
notes collected from others.
Adriane Herman, Pick Me Up (a
few things), Kansas City Jewish
Museum of Contemporary Art,
Jan–March, 2011.

The list may be used as a final format too, of course, for artists and
writers alike, and may consist of words, visual items, or both.

• In what manner is the list written, drawn, typed, etc.? Is this
significant? On what surface is the list written? Why?

Discussion and/or Free-write: What documents and certificates,
official and/or commemorative, have defined your life? Add to the
ideas suggested by Steinberg’s work. What new documents would
you invent if you could?

Discussion: Ask students to consider how illegible, gestural,
“non-figurative, analphabetic” (Ibid) calligraphy is important
for Steinberg’s documents. (At this point you may also wish to
introduce the “spirit script” of self-taught artist John B. Murray, as
well as the way in which his drawings shared similarities with his
medical charts and documents. See the Other Artists,Thinkers, &
Teachers section and image 6 for more information.)

Saul Steinberg, “Passport,” 1951, Ink, thumbprints,
rubber stamp and collage on folded and stained paper,
14 3/4 x 11 5/8 in (Smith, 113).

According to curator Joel Smith, “[Steinberg’s] escape [out of
wartime Europe] had been only too dependent on the genuine
signatures and rubber stamps that adorn his Romanian passport—
marks which allowed him to pass through Spain into Portugal,
and, via Ellis Island, the Dominican Republic. Small wonder that
he should have remained alert to the talismanic power of the
autograph all his life” (112).

Steinberg’s false calligraphy
and signatures, which are
purely gestural rather than
legible—Smith says they
are “beyond literacy”—
may be interpreted as his
Steinberg created this illegible document when asked own version of abstract
for an artist’s statement to accompany a show at
art. Steinberg noted
MOMA in 1946. Artist’s Statement for “Fourteen Americans,” Ink
on paper, 3 3/4 x 7 7/8 in (Smith, 112).
that “the best Abstract
Expressionists…painted with their whole bodies, ‘according to
their kinetic system, their muscular system’” (Ibid 114). Joel Smith
suggests that the gesture apparent in Steinberg’s writing was akin
to the gesture found in active conversation.
In-class Activity: Pass out markers and large sheets of newsprint.
Read a quotation out loud very quickly and have students copy it
down with speed. Read a second quotation very slowly and ask
students to copy it down with great care. Hang up all examples
and analyze for expressiveness: Without focusing on the quotations
themselves, have students write a short description of what
emotion/mood the different handwriting styles embody.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
• Is the list a beginning point or a finished piece?
• Does the list have organization, structure, hierarchy? Why or
why not? If the list is numbered, do the numbers signify order,
importance, quantity etc.?
• Is the list practical or impractical?
• Does the list require words?

Take-Home Project: Devise and design a pseudo-official or
commemorative document for yourself or another person that is
based on a real-life event or condition, past, present, or future. Make
sure you consider:
1) Is legibility important? Is lack
of legibility important? Will you
use handwriting, printed text,
or both? What visual signals
will tell us about this document,
especially if writing is illegible?
2) Is your document inspired by
real documents? What do they
look like? How does design,
layout, paper support, etc.
reference your inspiration? Are
there other components, such
as stamps, seals, or pictures you
might use?

Visit #2: On your second visit, use the same intensive note- and
photo-taking method to answer your new questions. Review your
documentation again, making new notes for new photos. Write
answers to your ten new questions, and add to your answers
for original questions if appropriate. Did you think of any new
questions this time? If so, write them down.
Presentation: Organize all your notes, photos, questions, and
answers for the class. Be prepared to speak for five minutes on
the question, “What questions and answers were most interesting
to you? Why? Were there questions you could not answer? Why?
What might you do next with what you’ve learned so far?

Artist Sophie Calle built a career on making
art through observation and instruction,
documenting her actions using written notes
and photography. In The Hotel from 1981
she spent three weeks as a chambermaid,
describing hotel guests only through what she
could glean from belongings left in their rooms.
Room 44, February 16-March 1 (Calle 150-1).

Visit #1:You will take extensive photos and/or notes on your first
visit to help record answers to the questions you posed. After this
visit, review your documentation. If you took photos, make notes
about each photo to explain what it shows. Write answers to your
ten questions. Write down ten more objective questions you can

Writing requires honesty, a willingness to touch personal
identity…Writing does not allow us to hide behind the
work.Writing leads to awareness and insight. Artist Eva
Hesse wrote, “I thought one must know oneself to write
and that always intrigued me most of all.The idea of
honesty is so challenging, much more so in words than
in pictures.” —Anne West (15)

Disguise: Ask students to take this self-portrait and disguise it.
Remake the individual described so it is no longer you. It might be
the opposite, or just someone very different. It might be someone
you want to be, or someone you never want to be. Rework the
original in any way you wish: visually, verbally, physically, etc.
Have students freewrite on these questions: How does the
disguised self-portrait speak to the reader/viewer? How did the
original self-portrait speak to the reader/viewer? What did you
learn from writing your self-portrait? And by disguising it?

As Lynda Barry describes in her book What It Is, writing can be an
embarrassing and excruciating process (see Lynda Barry section).
Yet many teachers have noted how enlightening autobiographical
writing can be [image 10]. Anne West, who teaches graduate level
writing at Rhode Island School of Design, has devoted a whole
book to writing exercises for artists, addressing questions like
“Who are you? How do you sense? How do you make? How do
you think?” (23). The book, Mapping the Intelligence of Artistic Work,
helps artists gain a better sense of their process, presumably also
leading to more insightful art.
Write a Self-Portrait: Ask students to write a self-portrait that is
extremely honest, omitting neither postive nor negative details.
Emphasize that this is the portrait they see of themselves, not the
one that others may see. Also assure them that this self-portrait is
private: It will not be shared in class.

In Durham, NC, artist Wendy Ewald asked
students to write portraits as themselves, then
as members of another race. Students were
photographed posing as their black self and
their white self, and altered negatives before
printing. Antonio Gunther, Black Self/White Self,
1994-1997 (Ewald 295).

WEEKLY ACTIVITY SEVEN: MAPPING

ALTERNATIVE:

In her activity Conceptualizing Collection Susan Viguers has students
list 100 collections they maintain (see Activity 2), freewrite on the
relationships of the items, and then, as a take home project, devise
a structural organization of the items using any media they wish.
A collaborative mapping assignment might be: Take a field trip to
a specific location and list everything on-site that can be counted
and mapped. Have each student collect data for several items.
Return to the classroom to share data and dicuss: What is the
potential relationship of all the data collected? Each student
creates a map, choosing from the data collected, with a focus on
the potential relationships to be shown among categories.

Sources of Inspiration:
• Listen to Denis Wood interview and other stories about mapping
on This American Life #110 from 9/4/1998
• Edward Tufte’s books Envisioning Information and Beautiful Evidence
(Cheshire, CT: Graphics Press, 1990 and 2006)

In his book Rich and Poor, Jim Goldberg
photographed both the very wealthy and the
very poor, then asked his subjects to write on
their printed portraits. When multiple people
are pictured, more than one story is told. In
an alternate version of this image, the servant
writes his observations.

LANGUAGE & the LANDSCAPE

Mapping and visualization activities offer a wide array of options
for combining words with visual choices and for using images and
design to convey ideas that words cannot.

Questions to consider as maps are made: When should words be
used to convey information? When should images be used? What is
important to include? How can omissions be meaningful?

If a wider range of document examples are
desired, you may consider showing samples of
ex-votos, religiously-inspired commemorative or
commitment documents, and samples of visuallyinteresting manifestos from art groups. Ex-voto from
Mexico, 1945 (collection of Devin Becker).

ask about this place, the people who use it, and the objects that
are there.

Conditions for the place you choose: (1) Can be interior or
exterior, but must be a place that other people use, visit, work in,
etc. (2) It should not be your personal space (bedroom, house,
etc). (3) You need to be able to visit this place multiple times, stay
for a length of time, and interact with the people or objects in the
space.You may need to ask for permission to do this.

SELF-PORTRAIT & DISGUISE

Susan Viguers, Director of the MFA Books Arts and Printmaking
program at The University of the Arts in Philadelphia, asks students

The artist and famous New
Yorker cartoonist Saul
Steinberg (1914–1999) had
an obsession with false
documents, certificates,
stamps, and calligraphy, and
often invented such papers
for friends and colleagues.
This included passports, safe
passage letters, diplomas,
awards, certificates to
commemorate great occasions
like birthdays and retirements,
and even honorary degrees in
disciplines such as cooking and
dishwashing.

Activity: Choose a place you are curious about that you will revisit and document two times this week. Write down ten objective
questions about this place that you can answer by observing and
talking to people who use this place.

• Joe

In Lynda Barry’s version of this activity, students are given a time
limit and must list ideas inspired by their prompt without stopping
[image 3]. Barry emphasizes that students should not let their hand
stop moving: they should doodle or write the alphabet if they’re
stuck. Also, they should not look back at what they’ve already
written.

OFFICIAL
DOCUMENTS & CALLIGRAPHY BEYOND LITERACY

Both Katie Hyde, a sociology and photography teacher, and
Jocelyne Prince, a glass professor, describe successfully using
ethnographic methodology to help students use more descriptive
language and be more observant (see Other Artists,Thinkers, and
Teachers section). Without the pressure of making a final product,
students exercise their observation skills through extensive
notetaking and repeat visits to a specific location:

WEEKLY ACTIVITY SIX:

Brainard’s book-length memoir poem,
I Remember (New York: Granary Books, 2001)

Liza Kirwin’s exhibition catalog demonstrates that
lists come in many formats, using both images and
language to document and reflect on daily life,
artistic concerns, business needs, etc. Left: Packing
list from sketchbook of realist painter Adolf Konrad
(1915-2003). Right: May-Self Rating Chart, created by
sculptor and designer Harry Bertoia (1915-1978) as a
school assignment in 1932 (Kirwin, 27, 125).

ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODOLOGY

Sources of Inspiration:

to list 100 types of collections they maintain. Listing so many
collections requires students to be inventive and thoughtful, as well
as silly, considering that most people do not consciously maintain
100 different collections. For example, you might purposefully build
a collection of hip hop albums, while you unconsciously have a
collection of house keys. In addition to pushing creativity, long lists
might also cause their makers to repeat themselves in different
ways, which also provides valuable information. (In a similar activity
from Mapping the Intelligence of Artistic Work, Anne West notes that
collections may be analog or digital.)

WEEKLY ACTIVITY THREE:
For this activity, develop a sustained written/drawn
correspondence with another person, making sure the
this involves the physical transmission of documents,
writing, drawing, and/or objects, either through the
postal service or through less official channels.Your
correspondence does not necessarily need to be
answered—though you may choose to make that a
condition if you feel an active correspondent will drive
the project—but the subject of your correspondences
should be specifically defined. Communication should
take place at least twice per week. Keep in mind that
this sustained activity will be used to create a final
project, so you should document your correspondence
through photography or scanning if you will be mailing
it away.

PROMPTS
Prompts should not necessarily imply word-use or image-use: the
student should decide. Prompts should evoke something specific
from the student’s experience so s/he has something concrete to
describe. Excellent prompt ideas can be found in Lynda Barry’s
What It Is book and in Anne West’s book, Mapping the Intelligence of
Artistic Work. Pictures clipped from magazines or objects may also
be used as prompts.

Ed Ruscha’s work is an excellent introduction
to the idea of language in the landscape.
Metropolitain, 1961, Oil on Paper,16 x 27.

Notions of language and
landscape dovetail nicely with
mapping activity. Exploration
and observations are heightened
as students consider the
experience of landscape through
mapping: What is noticed and
what goes unnoticed? Another
item to focus on is the physical
and verbal presence of language
in the landscape. Have students
explore the essays and artists
below, and create: 1) a new sign
to insert into the landscape,
or 2) a piece that reacts to
observed signage.

• Johanna Drucker’s essay,
Language in the Landscape
Walker Evans both photographed and collected
signs throughout his career. Roadside Stand near • David Salyer’s article, Surprise
Birmingham, AL, 1936 (Rosenheim 185).
Me:The Poetry of Wet Paint
• J.B. Jackson’s essay, A Pair of Ideal Landscapes
• Artists such as Felix Gonzalez-Torres and Kate Ericson and Mel
Ziegler, who have inserted text into the landscape using both
surprising and conventional methods, such as billboards.
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SUSTAINED PROJECT THREE: EXPERIMENTAL BLOG

WEEKLY ACTIVITY FOUR:

This sustained activity combines aspects of the
Intensive Journal and Correspondence activities in a
digital, web-based format.You will incorporate writings,
image-making, and graphic design decisions in a blog
format, posting a minimum of three to five times per
week.You may choose to post for a specific audience
(as you would correspond with a specific person in the
Correspondence activity) or treat the blog simply as an
experimental online journal in which you address ideas
as they occur to you from week to week.

BEGIN with LITERATURE

Regardless of your perceived audience, this activity
asks you to inventively push the limits of the blog
format. What is expected of a blog—both in terms of
design/layout and in terms of content—and how can
you transcend or undermine that expectation? How
can your efforts to transcend/undermine cause you to
think and create in new ways? Change your approach
every two weeks to maximize experimentation.
Remember to think about both your written and
visual content (the things you post), the layout and
architecture of the blog site (how the things you post
are presented), and the relationship of the two.
Depending on your skill level in web design,
Photoshop, HTML, CSS—as well as your savvyness of

blogs—experimentation may be more or less radical.
Don’t be scared to try this if you’re really attracted
to it, even if your skills are new:You’ll just need to
do some homework and research. Each student will
experiment based on the skills with which s/he starts.
(Technical limitations may introduce new types of
creativity.) Some students may use web software such
as Wordpress, some students may design their blogs
from scratch, and some students will be somewhere in
between, starting with a template (from Wordpress or
www.freecsstemplates.org) and making adjustments to
the HTML and CSS as desired.

This activity builds on ideas of expressiveness and gesture related to
handwriting and calligraphy introduced in the “Official Documents &
Calligraphy Beyond Literacy” activity.

Though sites made using blog software may be limiting in terms of design, this
may inspire creative solutions. The text on this blog post uses different spacing
and shifts from bold to regular to italic to create a specific visual effect. Kristin Makes
Postcards: An Archive of Mailed Correspondences, www.kristinspostcards.wordpress.com.

Capp loved literature, but was left cold and uninspired by her
graduate literary studies. As a respite, she began taking calligraphy
classes at the University of Iowa’s Center for the Book, becoming
very involved in book arts. Capp explains how her dissertation
research informed her final Center for the Book project—a series
of broadsides based on poems she was analyzing—and how the
physical effort it required to create the broadsides gave her new
insights into her poetry analysis. This physical effort involved both
legible calligraphy, as well as other forms of gestural mark-making.

Sources of Inspiration
• Reading: In You Are Not a Gadget, Jaron Lanier (New York:
Knopf, 2010) argues that people should take more pride in
building their own websites, rather than relying on social
networking sites to represent them.
• Poet Mairéad Byrne taught a graduate course called
Writing As Art and Design at Rhode Island School of Design in
2010, posing the question: “What possibilities open up when
writing becomes a living material relating directly to the
human hand, mouth, ear, and eye?” An important component
was a collaborative weekly blog. According to Byrne,
students were very invested: “All students have full editorial
and template design/redesign rights. Every time I go to the
graduate blog the design is changed.”

English teachers sometimes ask students to choose a passage of
literature that is important to them and copy it out by hand. This
may give students new insight into the text, as it requires them
to spend more time with it, and requires interaction in a more
physical way. The calligrapher and artist Laura Capp took this idea
to an extreme when she was completing her PhD in English:

On his site created using Blogger, visual poet and archivist Geof Huth allows
users to choose from seven different layout options (see top left menu: this is the
“Mosaic” choice. dbqp: visualizing poetics: visual poetry, the textual imagination, and personal experience,
www.dbqp.blogspot.com.

Capp’s dissertation explored dramatic monologues by female
poets, in which women speakers—a runaway slave, a prostitute—
defiantly participate in breakdowns of communication with their
implied listeners. Her broadsides approach the idea of faulty

communication using legibility,
layering calligraphy and
mark-making “to convey the
sheer profusion of words—a
profusion that simultaneously
signals the necessity of language
and yet the inadequacy of it to
communicate all that we want
Each broadside is 51 inches tall. Laura Capp, UI
Center for the Book Exhibition, May 2009.
it to.” Scale was also crucial:
The broadsides were a a similar size to an average viewer, who
would need to “physically move while observing the pieces in
order to encounter the works both in their entirety as well as in
their detail” (Capp 3-4). Finally, Capp treated the broadsides using
actions—making whip marks, throwing wine—which gave her a
more intimate experience with each text.

Left: The broadside based on Elizabeth Barrett
Browning’s The Runaway Slave at Pilgrim’s Point was
treated with whip marks. Above: Capp practiced
throwing wine repeatedly to create the broadside
for Amy Levy’s Xantippe (Capp 7-8).

I had to…embody the silent slaveholders of the poem,
mimicking their actions and experiencing their characters
in a way I never had before…It was dark and disturbing to
enact the events of the poem in this particular way, but it
also heightened the impact of the poem for me. Instead of
thinking cerebrally about the events, I physically participated
in them, driving home for me the slave’s agony and making
more poignant her bravery in inviting the slaveholders to kill
her at the end. —Laura Capp (8)
Assignment: Choose a passage of text or a poem that holds
significance for you, that you are curious about, or that you wish
to understand better. Create a visual/physical representation
of the text that goes beyond graphic design. Consider issues of
legibility, mark-making, and scale raised by Laura Capp’s work, the
calligraphy of Saul Steinberg, and others (Abstract Expressionists,
Cy Twombly). Consider the questions:
1) Other than re-copying the text, what actions can you take to
get closer to this writing?
2) Do you need to invent new or find alternative mark-making
tools to represent this text?
3) What are the scale, volume, and shape of the text?
Variation: Choose a musical example to interpret into a
written/visual document. This variation has even more obvious
opportunity for gestural and rhythmic mark-making.
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